
 
NEWSLETTER (January 2021) 

 
 
 
Inaugural Virtual Celebration of Student Writing and Research Launched in 

December 
 
December 1-4, 2020 marked the inaugural Virtual Celebration of Student Writing and 
Research. Seven classes, 82 students, and 123 online reviewers participated. Pretty good for 
what was essentially a pilot program!   
 
This newsletter gives you a sampling of some of the projects that SAGES classes presented and 
includes information for planning for the Spring 2021 CSWR.  
 
 
Surprise: Instructors Preferred the Virtual CSWR format! 
 
In a debriefing session following CSWR, the participating faculty talked about how they 
thought the event went and how it compared to the traditional live CSWR that occurs in 
conjunction with Intersections either in the Tink or in Veale Athletic and Convocation Center. 
Across the board, faculty preferred the virtual format. Recording the presentation allowed 
students to be more prepared and thoughtful about what they were saying. And they felt the 
recording format was easier to work into their course syllabus and didn’t require students to 
have to attend an extra event outside of the regular class time. They also felt that viewers paid 
more attention to the presentations than they do amid the hub bub of hundreds of people milling 
about during the in-person CSWR. And finally, because all the presenters got feedback both 
from fellow students and faculty reviewers—not just prize winners—faculty felt that the event 
was more meaningful for all participants, not just prize winners.   
 
The Spring 2021 Celebration of Student Writing and Research will continue to operate 
virtually in conjunction with Intersections from Wednesday, May 5 to Friday May 7.  
 
View Fall 2020 project highlights 
View information for preparing to participate in Spring 2021 
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A Sampling of Presentations at the December 2020 Celebration 

 
 

Reviewer Comment on E-Lit: New Media Narrative: 

“I liked how interactive this Scalar project was. It was a combination of various games and it 
kept the reader really engaged. The conclusion wasn't obvious or cliche, but rather interesting. 
I thought it was very professional looking and very interesting. I personally played the Cookie 
Monster game and thought it was fun.” 

 

 

 

Kris Kelly’s E-Lit: New Media Narrative class presented a digital book with 
interactive games—FUN! 
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Reviewer Comment on The College Experience presentations: 

“These students all presented with a specific kind of enthusiasm. This made the presentations 
very enjoyable to watch and aided the effectiveness and presentation of their ideas. Also, the 
overall theme of the presentations was clear- the effect of COVID on college and the experience 
that typically comes with it. The slideshows were vivid and visually pleasing, which was also a 
large part that would help aid to the effectiveness of each of their presentations.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caitlin Kelly’s Experiencing College class posted presentations on YouTube about their research 
on how college campuses across America have been responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Interesting and relevant! 
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Reviewer comments on Fiction with a New Face presentations: 

“It was very cool to see presentations on various cultures and stories, as well as how people 
would adjust the stories.” 

 
“I thought that specific slides on the adaptions and what could be changed was effective and 
clear.” 
 
“Clear examples and comparisons.”  

 
“The individual presentations were brief, each ranging from 3-5 minutes or so, and were all 
different adaptations which made it really interesting.” 
 

 

 

 

 

Students in Rachel Kapelle’s Fiction with a New Face class presented narrated 
PowerPoints of their concepts for adapting traditional tales and legends in a more 
relevant way. Creative! 
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Reviewer comment on The Effects of Race, Class and Education: A Dialogue on the 
Current Issues: 

“The introduction videos are lovely and helpful - I appreciate the contextualization they provide 
and seeing the students' faces is welcoming. The digital projects are really powerful, too. I 
appreciated the organization of information, the curation of resources, and the ability to work 
through the presentations at my own pace. Clearly, everyone did a lot of work and created really 
dynamic pieces - in this semester, I am deeply impressed!” 
 

THANK YOU, REVIEWERS! 

We are so grateful to the students and faculty who generously spent time reviewing presentations 
and interviewing students at this December’s Celebration. Their thoughtful feedback and 
dialogue with presenters made this first virtual CSWR so meaningful for students and will help 
us plan even better future Celebrations. Many thanks to all of you! 

 

 

Ben Sperry’s University Seminar: The Effects of Race, Class and Education: A Dialogue 
on Current Issues presented four digital books, each presenting a concept for achieving 
more social justice in America’s prison systems.  
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Plan Now for Spring’s Celebration 

The Spring 2021 virtual CSWR will take place in conjunction with Intersections from 
Wednesday, May 5-Friday May 7. Now is the time to schedule planning time for your class’s 
presentation in your syllabus. For help with ideas and logistics, contact Barbara Burgess-Van 
Aken at bab26@case.edu.   

And to help you plan….We are happy to announce that the Celebration of Student Writing and 
Research now has its own Canvas site that will show up automatically on SAGES instructors’ 
dashboards. This site will post announcements, timelines and updates, provide links to useful 
resources, and house archives from previous Celebrations. It will also provide links to a sampling 
of presentation recordings from our first virtual event.  We hope the centrality and easy 
accessibility of this resource will make it easier than ever for you to participate in future 
Celebrations! 

 

CSWR Vision Statement 

We conclude with the vision that CSWR and the SAGES/Writing Leadership Committee has 
adopted for the event:  

By 2025 the Celebration of Student Writing and Research will enjoy campus-wide 
recognition as an event that promotes and applauds excellence in student writing, 
research, and oral communication skills. The event will function as an integral part of a 
trilogy of presentation opportunities: CSWR, Intersections, and Research ShowCASE.  
Recognizing the pedagogical value of the event, the majority of the faculty teaching 
writing intensive general education classes will weave the Celebration into their course 
designs and students will be eager to attend, both as presenters and as observers who 
engage in dialogue with their classmates and faculty. 

 
We hope you will help us achieve this vision! 
 


